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Abstract 
The question of how gaining history, knowledge and processes of bookmaking can 
provide usable artistic skills and enrichment to an art teacher is addressed in this arts-based 
study. Several different methods of binding handmade books, including basic pamphlet stitching, 
long stitch binding;	  coptic binding, Belgian binding and piano hinge bindings are explained. 
Some variations of these bindings and other simple bookmaking methods for children are 
exhibited. The researcher has addressed this concept by studying the history of bookmaking and 
papermaking. A brief look at paper surface techniques is included. The research was done 
through studying multiple bookbinding techniques involved handmade bookmaking, in addition 
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Chapter One: Introduction to the Study 
 
Background to the Study 
A new book is exciting. The anticipation of drawing, writing or getting lost in reading a 
book is something to look forward to. Creating a handmade book incorporates a passion for the 
art and design of making a book with the exploration of purpose for that book. There is comfort 
and pleasure in having books around and learning how to create a handmade book can only 
enhance that experience.  A research study with the goal of acquiring the history, knowledge and 
processes of bookmaking involved the learning of different methods that can be translated into 
vessels for creative expression.  “ . . .Learning a concept or process on one’s own can be a 
cumbersome and lengthy process, yet also rewarding.  As one teaches himself, he can encounter 
a much more complex understanding of the concepts or processes studied” (Daichendt, 2010, p. 
125). Studying and working with different methods of bookmaking allowed this researcher to 
explore avenues to enhance creative skills and translate these into teachable processes.  
For this researcher, interest in bookmaking as an art process has evolved over the years. 
A passion for books – to read, touch, make, draw and write in – extends to many types of books 
and a strong interest in creating them. Having a blank book in front of you can be a catalyst for 
creativity: for drawing, writing or both. A book that is handmade is a pleasure to touch and gives 
an artist a vested interest in the creation within. 
A research study of bookmaking involved exploring a range of methods and included 
making samples of those books. Reading articles and reference books, watching videos of 
bookmaking, observing in a classroom setting, and interaction with teachers who teach 
bookmaking all contributed to the content of this study. “Making a book is one of the most 
satisfying artistic pursuits. Books offer limitless possibilities – they can be functional, sculptural 
or both. From concept to design to construction, each step offers challenges and opportunities” 
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(Stein, 2009, p. 6). Ultimately creating alternate types of books from various sources can broaden 




The goals for this research study were to gain knowledge and skills for bookmaking that 
will enrich the artist/researcher. Developing a broader range of art skills can enhance techniques 
for art making and teaching. “Teachers who foster development of a repertoire of 
representational skills prepare students to make expressive and responsive choices to serve their 
needs and interests” (Carroll and Tucker, 2007, p. 82). Learning how to make a book provides a 
medium to express creativity both in the making of and in the ultimate content of the book. 
Teaching the process of book making can widen the creative choices of expression in the art 
classroom. A handmade book might follow a specific theme or might be created as a more 
generic book that could be used for a future creative project. Developing expression through 
bookmaking can expand creativity. 
Intellectual Goals 
The bookmaking knowledge and skills acquired expanded the artistic scope of the 
researcher/teacher. Through several types of bookmaking methods that were studied, finished 
pieces were created to establish a portfolio of work. These can be kept as personal projects or 
used as exemplars for teaching. The detailed processes learned while researching bookmaking 
are applicable to other art media and subjects. These processes and methods will ultimately be 
used as platforms for teachable units in bookmaking. 
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Research Questions 
The research process was focused on the following research question:  How can gaining 
knowledge, history, and processes of bookmaking provide usable artistic skills and enrichment to 
an art teacher? Through what methods can this best be achieved? Additional and more specific 
questions followed: What are the best ways to learn these bookmaking methods? Can the specific 
skills be studied and honed in the given span of time for research? What is the best way to 
document the processes outside of completing a finished product? Can the finished books be part 
of a portfolio of work and also used as exemplars for future teaching?  
 
Conceptual Framework 
Deciding to research the process of bookmaking evolved from a passion for books, and 
the observation of detailed bookmaking during the Summer Studios at Boston University. The 
impressive display of handmade books was stimulating and cemented the desire to learn more. 
The making of various types of books was a strong focus while learning these methods. 
Including the history of bookmaking gave a foundation for why bookmaking is an art process for 
study. “Some of our museums’ greatest treasures are early books – hieroglyphics on papyrus, 
illuminated manuscripts on vellum and oriental scrolls on silk – presenting content with images 
and words” (Krause, 2009, p. 6). The history of bookmaking is an important part of the learning 
process, providing a stronger understanding of the subject. 
Methodology 
The detailed methods for making different types of books were studied by using 
reference books, video recordings, classroom observation, website investigation and personal 
communications with teachers involved with bookmaking. Learning about traditional 
bookmaking methods, as well as recycled and altered methods while making those books was the 
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core piece of research. Working with multiple methods of bookmaking allowed the researcher to 
acquire alternative construction processes, which might be taught in the future.  
Methods of Data Collection 
Creating books using newly researched methods was done in a studio setting and the 
process documented in a journal as directions for future use.  The history of bookmaking was 
also researched. Information gathered was organized and recorded. During the research process, 
resources were organized as to methods and ultimate use of the finished book. Contacting 
teachers, observing in a classroom and meeting with bookmakers were other avenues taken. In 
between, exploration of the books, articles, websites and other resources was ongoing.  
The various methods of research included, but was not be limited to: books on 
bookmaking, articles, websites, recorded video material, classroom observation, interviews with 
teachers involved in bookmaking and connections with other Boston University students who 
have studied bookmaking through Summer Studios or elsewhere.  
Methods of Data Analysis 
Analyzing the information gained through this research process was primarily done with 
the researcher making many of the various types of books. Working with the individual 
processes allowed for evaluation of methods of bookmaking, which could be taught in the future. 
Documenting the different types of bookmaking through notes and hands-on creation established 
a base of knowledge and differentiation for handmade bookmaking skills.  It also provided a 
reference guide for use by other art teachers in my community. 
Keeping a journal and writing about bookmaking experiences and research enabled 
organization of the learning process. A system for sorting different bookmaking methods to use 
in future teaching was established. 
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The artistic enrichment and learning process for this researcher/teacher has enhanced her 
spectrum of art knowledge and skills. Connecting the enjoyment of books for reading and 
creating with making handmade books has been a rewarding combination of experiences. 
 
Theoretical Framework 
Many thoughtful revelations are expressed in the books, notes and articles about 
bookmaking. Existing information is often very passionately written about the nature of books 
and the intimacy of making a handmade book. “What makes a book interesting is the relationship 
between the content and form, and how it functions to entice and engage” (Krause, 2009, p. 7). 
Artists who have worked in bookmaking over time are very dedicated to their craft. 
Some of the reference books and the information are very basic and instructional. Others 
are focused on handmade books that are strictly pieces of art. “Paper is common in our culture 
and used extensively for bookmaking, yet we continue to seek other materials to make books and 
art” (Golden, 2010, p. 11). There are step-by-step guides for bookmaking and there are loose 
descriptions of all the recycled materials that can be incorporated. The possibilities for 
bookmaking are endless.  
There is a vast amount of information encompassing the area of bookmaking. Many 
artists have used bookmaking as an art form and there is a wide range of imaginative work in this 
field. “I’ve developed my style of bookmaking from learning from mentors and absorbing the 
influence of treasured objects from other cultures and other times” (Essig, 2004, p. 12). Learning 
about other times and places through the history of bookmaking gave a solid foundation to this 
research. Time was spent focusing on the many bookmaking processes referenced, to expand the 
learning of this new creative skill set. With the study completed, there are many lesson ideas 
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incorporating bookmaking skills. The possibilities for using this bookmaking medium in the 
school classroom are almost exponential when use in collaboration with other subject areas. 
Ron Liskey, a Waldorf School teacher, discusses his thoughts on teaching children 
bookmaking skills, “Classic bookbinding is recognized as one vital method for preserving 
valuable parts of our disappearing literary and cultural heritage” (Liskey, 2011). Students 
learning about bookmaking will have a medium to preserve writing and visuals that are 
important to them. They can design and create a book, and fill it with pieces of their lives and 
culture. For an art teacher, having the skills to teach bookmaking and the range of methods of 
production, is like having a toolbox full of ideas at one’s fingertips. The concept and details for a 
book can be incorporated into a finished piece, which can be kept forever and will preserve a 
tangible piece of a student’s life. 
 
Significance of the Study 
The bookmaking information and skills acquired have enhanced the artistic background 
of the researcher/teacher. The processes learned through bookmaking are applicable to other art 
media and could be used in collaboration with other academic areas. 
The realm of bookmaking is unlimited, especially when adding the visual content inside a 
finished book for which ideas are endless. “Constructing practice that continually pushes toward 
new levels of confidence with materials, subject matter and scale is especially useful” (Carroll 
and Tucker, 2007, p. 83). Pushing toward creative solutions is always a goal of the researcher in 
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Limitations of the Study 
The research in this study was done to acquire knowledge to broaden the expertise of the 
teacher/researcher. The information and skills obtained could be difficult to measure outside of 
the creation of the handmade books created. “Qualitative data are not restricted to the results of 
specified “methods”;  . . . you are the research instrument in a qualitative study . . .” (Maxwell, 
2005, p. 79). The research instrument was the teacher and the data involved was the processes 
for bookmaking. The results depend on how the research is gathered, sorted and ultimately used 
to expand artistic skills. There are undoubtedly some methods in the bookmaking processes that 
will be too complex or detailed for practical use.  
 A journal of memos and research notes were kept throughout the research process. The 
journal includes individual studies, notes on classes, interviews, viewed recorded material, 
observations, readings and daily records of research.  Reflections on the research process will 
also be added where appropriate.  “ . . .The risk of trivializing your study by restricting your 
questions to what can be directly observed is usually more serious than the risk of drawing 
invalid conclusions” (Maxwell, 2005, p. 73). The final analysis also includes information 
gathered from the journal writing process. It will have commentary on the practical methods of 
bookmaking and the results of experimental processes. 
 
Conclusion 
 The possibilities for creative work are open-ended when learning a detailed process like 
bookmaking. This is the reason for researching this subject. “Books offer limitless possibilities    
. . .” (Stein, 2009, p. 6). The research involved into making handmade books will delve into 
many methods of study and creating. “As with any art form, a technique alone does not define a 
successful piece” (Barton, 2004, p. 72). Ultimately the range of skills learned will broaden the 
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range of art techniques for the artist/researcher, opening new pathways for expression. These 
skills can be used creatively or in an academic setting. In the following chapters bookmaking 
processes will be explored and reviewed for their experiential learning potential.  
 
Definition of Terms 
Awl – tool for punching a hole  
Binding – putting pages together with stitching  
Bone Folder – tool that makes neat creases and smooth paper after gluing 
Book Board – board, usually covered, in making a cover for a book 
Book Cloth – cloth used in making the cover of a book 
Bookmaking – the process of making a book, from concept to design to construction 
Creep – nesting several folios together which causes the fore edge to push out 
Folio – single piece of folded paper 
Fore Edge – where pages open in a book 
Head – top of the book 
Hinge – material that connects part of the cover so the book can open 
Scoring – mark made with bone folder to prepare paper to be folded. 
Signature – several folios nested together 
Spine – edge where signature are sewn or pages are bound, may be open or closed 
Stitching – connecting pages by sewing using thread, linen cord or hemp 
Tail – bottom of the book 
Text Block – inside pages of the book. 
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Making handmade books using a range of methods and techniques allows books to 
become pieces of art. A fascination with books has been a constant part of the life of this 
researcher. Books for reading, writing, or drawing open up new vistas each time one opens the 
cover.  Learning to make books for these purposes was challenging, but also completed a circle 
of being able to create something that is already a passion. The question of gaining the 
knowledge, history and skills involved in bookmaking to enrich artistic skills was be the research 
undertaken. How best to learn these processes was explored through	  this	  arts	  based	  research	  study.	  
Several different topics evolved as the literature review began. Theories about 
bookmaking in general and why an artist should pursue the study of bookmaking were initial 
areas of interest. In addition, why bookmaking might be a good art medium to teach art students 
and what cultural or environmental benefits there are to bookmaking were issues also addressed 
in the literature. The artistic realm of bookmaking came into play, while learning that books can 
actually become pieces of art or sculpture. 
 This chapter explores the current theories and references for handmade books from 
several different angles. The literature reviewed was very supportive of making books by hand 
and the varied results that can be produced with this art form. The course of this arts based 
research included the creation of samples of an array of books, but also studying the history and 
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Conceptual Framework 
 





Areas of Research Research Strategy 
Passion for books: 
reading, sketching, 
designing 
Different methods of 
bookmaking: bound, 
stitched, folded, etc. 








articles, video, lessons 
Connections 
Simple bookmaking 
in art classes 
Knowledge, history and 
skills of bookmaking 
process 
Classroom observation 
of bookmaking class at 






Summer Studios at 
Boston University 
Utilize skills for 
teachable processes 
Can gaining knowledge, history, 
and processes of bookmaking 
provide usable artistic skills and 
enrichment to an art teacher? !




with art teachers 
teaching bookmaking 
Exemplars 
Local art teachers  BU students from 
Summer Studios 
 
A passion for books, and the observation of bookmaking has stimulated the subject of 
research for this project.  Having the motivation and structure of a research project has facilitated 
learning about this art form. The information gathered through this research includes the history, 
knowledge and methods for bookmaking. Including the history of bookmaking gives a 
foundation for why bookmaking is an art process for study. The history of bookmaking is an 
important part of the learning process, providing a stronger understanding of the subject. 
The detailed methods for making a range of styles of books was studied by using 
reference books, video recordings, classroom observation, website investigation, interviews and 
discussions with teachers involved with these processes. Learning about methods and making 
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books was the core of this research. Working with multiple methods of bookmaking allowed the 
researcher to acquire many construction processes, which might be taught to elementary students 
in the future.  
The artistic enrichment and learning process for the researcher/teacher enhanced the 
spectrum of art knowledge and skills. Connecting the enjoyment of books for reading and 
creating handmade books was a rewarding combination of experiences. 
 
 
Review of the Literature 
The World of a Book 
One of the first themes to start this research was the subject of books and what they are. 
As Gabrielle fox states in an introduction to her book,  
A book opened reveals a world each of us interprets individually. We paint our 
own pictures from the descriptions and we create our own stories with the visual 
stimulation of colors and images. It is our very own world to keep, and only if we 
choose do we share the view or story we have experienced (Fox, 2000). 
Her description of the world within a book and how it belongs to the reader is an apt description 
of almost any type of book, from a sketchbook to a novel. This is not only applicable to 
handmade books, but to all books. A handmade book would perhaps be a more private world, 
especially to the creator. 
 Another theory on the world of a book is that books can be a part of their own message.  
 “ The books . . . are more than that – they will actually be a part of the message they contain, 
and their very design will make the message better, clearer, stronger” (Diehn, 1998, p. 6). Books 
that are handmade can present a stronger theme or message, as the theme can become part of the 
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visual design, and then this theme can become part of the structure of the book. “When you 
design from the inside out, the result is driven by personal, specific purpose.” (Diehn, 2010,  
p. 9). If a book was about the environment or ecology it could have a visual theme and be made 
from recycled materials. The purpose of the book can be planned in the design and become more 
personal and specific to the artist. 
An Artist’s Perspective 
 The range of methods and techniques for creating books allows books to actually become 
pieces of art.  “You will explore a variety of books and book-like forms, and learning processes 
and techniques that will allow you to make books as expression of your art” (Krause, 2009, p. 6). 
There are artists who are bookmakers. Their handmade books are incredibly beautiful and are 
strictly pieces of art. They can be touched, but their purpose is not for just the usual reading. 
They are not to be “read” by turning pages, they are to be interpreted visually. 
 Handmade books are a method of expression. They can be the outcome of images or 
feelings that some artists might express as a painting or drawing. 
  . . . When you feel inspired, you can start to “work from the inside, out” This can 
mean finding or creating words and images first then binding them into a book, or 
finding out what is inside yourself that needs to be expressed and working out 
how to express it clearly and appropriately (Golden, 1998, p. 14). 
Handmade books are also created as the holders of content to be expressed. “From the beginning, 
I have always viewed the book as a vessel, a container for content” (Gaylord, 2011, p. 22). 
Artists create the content, whether verbal or visual, and a book which is made by them, can be 
created to be an extension of that content. 
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Children want to make books and then use them immediately. “I have never seen a child 
make a book who couldn’t wait to write in it” (Gaylord, 2011, p. 27). They want to express 
themselves in making the book, but the content is very important to them as well. 
Books can be a whimsical expression of art. They can be a form of play, however “Book 
artists respect the tradition of their craft even while they’re engaged in innovative play” 
(Hemachandra, 2010, p. 5). The research involved in this study regarded bookmaking as an art 
form and a craft. Even handmade books, which are colorful or sculptural, require thought and 
planning to make them work practically and aesthetically. It’s a beautiful method of expression 
through the creation and exhibition of the final piece. “The fact that I could actually construct a 
book that had covers and pages and could be written in was thrilling” (Stein, 2011).  As an artist 
and teacher, this method of expression is exciting and provides a practical medium for creating, 
exhibiting and teaching. 
The Teaching of Bookmaking  
 Although the main focus of this study was for the researcher to learn about bookmaking, 
the ability to teach this as an art medium was a secondary goal. This is being taught in 
classrooms to every age group and is a medium that can be merged with nearly every subject 
area. “Making books brings creativity and curriculum, often viewed as opposing sources, 
together” (Gaylord, 2011, makingbooks.com) Students can apply bookmaking to different 
disciplines and projects.  
For the student, bookbinding offers cross-disciplinary applications. A literature 
student might write stories or poetry and then bind the works. A theater student 
might design a stage set and then try it out as a tunnel book . . . An art student 
might experiment with the book as a sculptural form . . . The process of putting a 
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book together forces its maker to organize, clarify, and sequence thoughts – skills 
useful in any field (Kropper, 1997, p. ix). 
Teaching bookmaking also includes keeping books alive, as our culture moves toward 
more electronic communication. Warren Lehrer, an instructor in bookmaking at the School of 
Visual Arts in New York, states that “Tactility is taking on a new presence . . . Most students 
today are primed to believe that communications are mainly electronic” and he sees his role as 
“putting them deeply in touch with classic, hands-on book arts . . .”  (Shapiro, 2000). Another 
idea about electronic communication comes from an instructor at the Waldorf School: 
As the Internet grows in importance and previous versions of dynamic 
information are revised or erased, large categories of our cultural heritage may be 
lost. Classic bookbinding is recognized as one vital method for preserving 
valuable parts of our disappearing literary and cultural heritage (Liskey, 2011). 
As with many art mediums, teaching students about them provides a foundation for creative 
expression and will give them an appreciation for the media. They learn about painting and 
drawing from previous eras; bookmaking is an important historical medium, which can provide 
another form of expression. 
Recycled Books 
A benefit to students making handmade books is learning about using found materials or 
recycling and reusing materials. “Making books with repurposed materials has a different 
aesthetic” (Gaylord, 2011, p. 4) Students are exposed to finished books made from materials in a 
scrap box or from around their homes. The range of recycled objects is endless when creating a 
book. “Bringing in grocery bags and cereal boxes, or using paper that they have already done an 
assignment on or a worksheet on, makes them aware of the paper they consume”  
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(Gaylord, 2011). They become more tuned in to reusing materials and also become more aware 
of creating less waste in their environment. 
 
Conclusion 
 The ideas about bookmaking found in current literature were helpful and confirmed the 
direction already underway for this research. Bookmaking is an art process that is alive and has 
an endless range of methods and forms. Using handmade books to create a more personal 
message through designing from “the inside out” (Golden, 2000) allows for a fluid medium for 
expression. Keeping books alive gives another reason to pursue this study. Teaching students 
about books, from an historical to a whimsical perspective gives them insight into an art medium 
as well as a serious method to record the world around them. Recycling materials and remaking 
old books (altered books) has only positive ramifications for our environment and those who 
need to be learning about it. The research about bookmaking covers all of these topics. The 
following chapters will provide more details about the history of bookmaking, several processes 
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Chapter Three: Methodology 
 
Design of the Study 
 
  The history, knowledge and methods of bookmaking were explored in this arts-based 
research study through several different avenues. The main focus of the study was making 
different types of handmade books. Studying books by bookmaking artists was the most 
substantial source of research. Besides referencing books on bookmaking, there are websites, 
blogs and online video for bookmaking instruction. A bookmaking class at a local art league was 
another source of research and bookmaking production. Communicating with some teachers in 
the community and in this research class also provided informal input and theories on 
recommended methods of creating books and teaching bookmaking.  The notes, bookmaking 
methods and photographs of the bookmaking process are included with the completed study. 
 
Research Methods 
Studying bookmaking as a new medium of artwork was the goal of the researcher. The 
research being done for this project was art-based and was done through the process of making 
many types of books by hand. Doing hands-on, art-based research is the best method of learning 
about this craft. The researcher felt strongly about studying the production of bookmaking, as 
books have been a long time interest and there are several methods of bookmaking that might be 
taught in the classroom in the future. 
 
Data Collection 
The first and most important source of research was reading books by artists who make 
handmade books. There are many reference books that not only present different binding 
methods such as simple pamphlet bindings, stab-binding, long-stitch, and Coptic bindings for 
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handmade books, but also provide detailed directions for making these books. These books 
provide a wide range of bookmaking methods to explore. Alisa Golden has written several books 
about handmade bookmaking including Creating Handmade Books (1998). Her book includes 
methods such as sewing multiple signatures (groups of pages) together and creating soft and hard 
covered books. Some of the more complex bindings in her book including slot and tab binding 
and piano hinge binding were created. Another bookmaking artist, Gwen Diehn, wrote Real-Life 
Journals (2010), which elaborates on handmade journals and sketchbooks. Sketchbooks of 
several sizes were completed using handmade paper covers. The Penland Book of Handmade 
Books (2004), edited by Jane LaFerla and Veronika Alice Gunter, expands on Masters classes in 
bookmaking: more detailed and complex book creating. The Book + Art (2009), by Dorothy 
Simpson Krause, exhibits many artistic books, which are finished pieces of art. Most of the 
books created in these last two reference books will require more experience before attempting.  
Through initial research on making books, there are some specific online educational 
video recordings on this subject.  Narrowing down which recordings will be most beneficial to 
the study can be done through previewing, while screening for duplicate or overly complex 
processes. The videos can be viewed first for content and materials needed and also to assess the 
quality of the finished project. Watching the recordings and following the methods of instruction 
was the next step in creating books. Having a visual demonstration simultaneously while 
working through the process gives opportunities to directly explore different specific methods. 
 Other online resources for bookmaking are websites created by artists who are 
knowledgeable about this process. Several have links to supplies, materials and other 
bookmaking sites. One site, created by Susan Gaylord, also includes lessons and ideas for 
working with children to stimulate their interest in this craft. The bookmaking artists have blogs 
where they comment on their topics and students can respond. These will give some insight into 
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the teacher’s communication and level of interaction with their subject. The quest for possible 
lesson ideas is for upper elementary students. Finding projects that are appropriate for their skill 
level and within a safe material range is important. Combining a bookmaking project with a 
bigger concept for a unit will be the job of the researcher in creating the lessons. 
 The DuPage Art League, a local art center where the researcher has a long-standing 
relationship, offered a bookmaking class during this research process. Two experienced book 
artists, Cheryl Mahowald and Carla Klausler, taught handmade bookmaking and some 
papermaking methods to incorporate into books. This was handily a resource to explore and a 
place to expand bookmaking skills. The class spanned six weeks and fulfilled an avenue of one-
on-one instruction. Notes were taken each week and sample photos taken to build on this area of 
research.  
Art teachers in the community, as well as some teachers studying in this Masters 
program, were consulted informally for their suggestions on bookmaking. Possible lesson ideas 
for teaching were sought, in addition to exemplars for exploration.  
 The main focus of the study ultimately was the making of books. Since the researcher 
was the main participant, observing many types of bookmaking methods was the goal of the 
research. Many different types of books and binding processes found in this research were 
created using the methods learned. Some of the methods included a variety of bindings: different 
stitching methods, binding groups of signatures, hard and soft cover bindings, different types of 
covers and making some handmade papers. Initial sketches, photographs of the finished books 
and the steps involved in making them were recorded in the results of the study. Reflection on 
the final results and worthiness of the processes were included in the resulting notes. 
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Data Analysis 
 Art based research is done for the sake of learning a new medium in art. There is the 
“capacity of visual arts research to create knowledge that can help us understand in a profound 
way the world we live in and how we learn to make sense of it”(Sullivan, 2010, p. xi). The many 
sources of information for this project are listed in the references, including books, articles, 
websites, online video, a class at a local art league and teachers. The research includes a look at 
the history of bookmaking, along with sources of information about and methods of 
bookmaking. 
 An example of the documenting process includes the category of bookmaking involved 
(such as recycled books); information on the source of the specific type of bookmaking (where 
the information came from and the artist(s) studied), detailed directions on making particular 
books and the uses for these books.  
 The project began with research and organization of the history of books and 
bookmaking. This information was written up as background knowledge. The next segment of 
research includes several categories of bookmaking. Looking at the information available and 
selecting a range of bookmaking processes to explore narrowed down categories of books into: 
simple bookmaking for young students; basic bookmaking for finished books; complex 
bookmaking (perhaps themed); sketchbooks; recycled or altered books; and bookmaking as 
finished art or sculpture. These categories were purely organizational to begin the study and were 
established by the researcher. Other substantive or theoretical categories of bookmaking were not 
necessary as the research got underway. 
 There was a minimum of one exemplar made from each of the six categories of 
bookmaking. Some categories have a few exemplars. Notes, sketches and photographs were 
taken of each bookmaking project as it was finished. Content analysis of the complexity of each 
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category and possible teaching ideas are a part of the finished research. The final examples of 
handmade books are included. 
 
Conclusion 
The study of the history, knowledge and methods of bookmaking is a learning process. 
The many details and methods were researched and organized through the length of the study. 
How the methods might be used in a classroom situation was specified after the bookmaking was 
done and the specifics of complexity, creative process, materials, etc. were known.  Lesson ideas 
and goals were addressed in the final chapters of this study. The final analysis of the process was 
determined when the study was complete. The following chapter includes the results of the 
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Chapter Four: Results of the Study 
 
Bookmaking research can be approached from many different angles. Looking for the 
answer to how gaining history, knowledge, and processes of bookmaking provide usable artistic 
skills and enrichment to an art teacher was explored through several sources. Information on this 
subject can be found in many books, websites, classes and bookmaking groups. Some 
bookmaking methods are very simple and are posted for the most basic level of skills. 
Knowledge about more complex methods of bookmaking sometimes requires entry into a group 
of bookmakers, who are very dedicated creators of this art form. A book artists’ group, including 
teachers, C. Mahowald and C. Klausler, (personal communication, November, 7, 2011) was 
closed and almost secretive about their meetings. Clearly they required a level of expertise not 
yet gained by this researcher. The bookmaking research explored in this study incorporated ideas 
from several different media. Much of the research was done using books written on handmade 
and artisan books. The rest of the research was found online through websites, blogs and video, 
involvement in a class on bookmaking and papermaking at an art league, questionnaires solicited 
from art teachers, and a historical look at bookmaking for groundwork to build the study.  
 
Significance of the Study 
Bookmaking is an art form that can be learned through many types of resources. The 
evidence found in this study supports the premise that learning bookmaking as another art form 
can broaden an art teacher’s skills and range of media to expose to her students. The handmade 
books researched and created in this study opened the door to a new world of media and creative 
lessons which can be utilized in an elementary classroom. “ . . . Ideas come from working with 
materials, finding out what they can do, playing and experimenting long enough to get a sense of 
the possibilities they present” (Carroll, 2003, p. 116). The simple books created can be used 
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directly as projects for young learners. The more complex bindings and artistic books can be 
used as exhibits to students for possibilities in future art pieces or subject areas. 
Studying the different methods and processes of bookmaking has strengthened the 
appreciation of this art form for the researcher and has fueled the desire to pass that on to 
students. The depth of studying different bookmaking methods such as simple and complex 
bindings, and artistic bookmaking will provide a solid base for creating detailed bookmaking 
lessons for elementary aged children. Children are exposed to books from an early age. Parents 
read to them as babies and toddlers and the volume of children’s books available is constantly 
growing. Giving them another dimension to that relationship by teaching them to make a book 
will stimulate their own passion for books. 
Books can be made with many types of materials: handmade papers, found objects and 
recycled materials. “Throughout history, each culture has made books with available materials” 
(Golden, 2010, p. 11). There are many resources to support using creative materials in 
bookmaking. Many bookmaking artists use only found materials or are mixing recycled objects 
with traditional bookmaking materials to create their books. Books can portray a broad range of 
creative expression. “The important thing to keep in mind is that the way the book works, in 
addition to the materials it is made of, becomes as much a part of the meaning as the words and 
pictures in the book” (Diehn, 1998, p. 6). In addition to the artistic qualities of a book, the 
structure, materials and bindings are a critical part of the whole package. 
The intended purpose for learning about handmade books and the history and processes 
of these is to be able to teach elementary age students how to create books in a classroom setting.  
“Even simple materials can be used in complex ways. Artful techniques with ordinary materials 
can produce rich effects” (Carroll, 2003, p. 117). The skills and details involved in making 
handmade books follow along with the State of Illinois Art Standards ((IL State Goals 25.A.1d 
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and 26.A1e) for young children for learning new media and expressive qualities of pictorial 
representation, and will also provide them with usable skills for integrating this into other 
subjects. 
 
Bias and Validity 
The researcher has tried to separate the study from any personal bias to specific types of 
bookmaking or the learning of these processes. The study was approached with an open mind to 
learn about the art of handmade books firsthand through the several methods indicated in this 
study. Any personal bias was consciously negated through the meticulous following of specific 
instructions from the resources used. 
The results of this study are presented as completed, based on the research of handmade 
books over the last six weeks. Triangulation was used throughout the study substantiating the 
multiple methods of research undertaken and confirming the ideas initially presented. Methods 
of bookmaking were researched in class, via the Internet in websites and online video, and in 
multiple bookmaking reference books. The visual documentation verifies the study undertaken. 
 
Analysis of the Data 
One of the more significant findings of this study was the realm of learning another art 
medium. “Innovative techniques and processes develop out of experimentation, research, and the 
desire to render ideas and meaning” (Carroll, 2003, p. 117). A whole world of bookmaking 
methods and artists was explored with new dimensions of creativity discovered. The range of 
this research is unlimited, compared with the initial planning and expectations. Making 
handmade books is an entity and art medium, which this researcher has just touched upon. 
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The importance of handmade books is shown in the expression of thoughts and emotion, 
which this medium can portray. Creating books by hand allows a freedom for expression, which 
is far broader than just drawing or writing alone. “This can mean finding or creating word and 
images first, then binding them into a book or finding out what is inside yourself that needs to be 
expressed and working out how to express it clearly and appropriately” (Golden, 1998, p. 14) 
Several book artists explained that coming up with a topic or feeling to express in a book will 
steer the design, materials and creation of the book. 
Making Books With Children 
Bookmaking is an important medium for young students to learn. “A book cover is like a 
door that lets you into a whole world” (Pietromarchi, 2007, p. 87). Showing children how to 
make a book of their own, expressing their ideas and pictures, allows them a new form of 
expression in a long lasting package. “Teachers who structure conditions for creative thinking 
help students discover and understand more about the nature of creativity in the visual arts and 
its rewards” (Carroll, 2003, p.120.) Children want to have their own books and creating them is a 
method for learning and owning their ideas. 
The bookmaking methods were analyzed by dividing them into workable categories. The 
categories (Simple Children’s Books, Basic Bookmaking, Complex Bindings, Sketchbooks, 
Altered or Recycled Books, and Books as Artwork) were created based on the complexity of the 
bookmaking process involved. Within each category the different binding processes or creation 
techniques were studied and created. The difficulty level was the main defining point for each 
book made. Also analyzed were whether the process could be taught in an elementary classroom 
and what the purpose of the finished book might be. Almost all of the Simple Children’s Books 
could be taught in a manner appropriate for younger students. None of the other categories would 
be appropriate, unless taught in a one-on-one situation. 
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Results 
History of Bookmaking 
The history of bookmaking dates back centuries. The word “book” comes from “the Old 
English “boc” or written sheet” (Reagan, 1996, p. 2).  “Thirty thousand years ago, with drawings 
on cave walls, people began to record events, write down stories, and keep accounts” (Kropper, 
1997, p. 1).  Early bookmaking began in many cultures at similar timeframes, but in different 
ways. “Some of our museums’ greatest treasures are early books . . .” (Krause, 2009, p. 6). Much 
of early bookmaking depended on what materials were available. In Mesopotamia, early writing 
was done on clay tablets. In ancient Egypt, hieroglyphs were written on papyrus scrolls. In Asian 
countries, writing was done on birch bark, palm leaves, bamboo stems and silk (Reagan).  
Sheep and goat hides were used to produce parchment in the second century, B.C.   
Damp hides were stretched and dried to make this parchment.  In the 7th to 12th centuries, the 
Arab Empire had a high literacy rate. Book production was done in Baghdad and Damascus. 
“Muslim scholars produced beautiful books on religion, poetry, mathematics, medicine, 
astrology, engineering and other arts and sciences” (Reagan, 1996, p. 6).  
In the fifth century, European monks in monasteries “copied the texts that preserved the 
important parts of Western religion, culture, and history” (Reagan, 1996, p. 10). Decorated 
manuscripts made from parchment were bound into covers. Monks worked in quiet with no light 
from candles or lamps. One would copy manuscript and another would proof the manuscript. 
Another monk would add the titles in color, and then illustrations were added last. The “pages 
were sewn together and laced into a wood and leather cover” (Reagan, p. 11). This was done in a 
type of assembly-line format with monks specializing in different parts of the production. 
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Papermaking 
The Chinese worked with paper early on, even around the second century, BC.  “They 
soaked straw, tree bark, fishnets and plants . . . in water and then pounded them into pulp” 
(Reagan, 1996, p.12). Paper pieces from China’s Gansu province seem to date back to 140 BC 
and 86 BC.  “It took almost 500 years for papermaking to reach Europe” 
(ipst.gatech.edu/amp/collection/smuseum_invention_paper.htm). There was not a great need for 
paper in the West, so the use of it was limited at that time.   
Printing 
 In the sixth century AD, Chinese and Japanese engraved pictures and words into wood 
blocks, inked and pressed against paper or silk. Later in the eleventh century the Chinese used 
movable type. In the 15th century, Johannes Gutenberg changed printing – he turned a wine press 
into printing press. Presses were in operation across Europe by the end of 1400s.  Puritans set up 
a printing press in Cambridge, MA in 1638, largely for the printing of Bibles, sermons and 
poetry.  
Binding 
 Many materials have been used for bookbinding: goatskin, paper, leather, and velvet. 
“Around 5th century AD, bookmakers began to lace their manuscripts into wooden boards which 
they would then cover in leather” (Reagan, 1996, p. 22). Binding by hand was done after making 
signatures and creating covers. All stitched together, a book was then finished with leather.  
As the world evolved, books, as they appear today, ultimately possessed very similar 
characteristics. The variations on that idea are unlimited and will be explored in this study: 
multiple types of bindings, papers, designs, and uses. Modern books are machine stitched with 
stiff cardboard covers, covered with cloth. Paperbacks are glued together with soft covers. 
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The definition of a book has been noted as “a group of pages that can be arranged and held 
together in a certain order” (Diehn, 1998, p. 6).  This explanation gives the reader a general 
concept of the art of bookmaking. 
Colophon 
 
 A colophon is a descriptive statement found in the back pages of a book which give the 
publication information and details about the printing.  Some information might include the 
typeface; the kind of paper the book is printed on, the date of printing and the number of copies 
printed. (Diehn, 1998, p. 96).  Not all books have a colophon, but artists’ books often have very 
detailed information about paper type and why the book was written, as a type of artist’s 
statement. Colophons first were created in early manuscript books as early as 827 AD. In 
addition to the above information provided, they “sometimes included a blessing for the client 
who commissioned the book” (Diehn, 1998, p. 96). 
 The history of bookmaking gives us the basis for the evolution of bookmaking today. It 
explains binding methods, the evolution of paper, printing methods and the artisans who were 
involved in the processes. Artists have taken the concept of books back to handmade techniques 
and have created detailed design and binding methods to expand the art form of bookmaking. 
Hand-stitching and handmade papers and covers go back to some original bookmaking methods 
and have been revived as artistic means of making books today. Creating handmade papers and 
surface painting techniques on papers incorporate some papermaking history into the 
bookmaking process. Several handmade book methods and designs will be expanded on in 
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Bookmaking Knowledge and Methods 
Bookmaking and Papermaking Class	   
 The Bookmaking and Papermaking class was taken at a local Art League over a six-week 
period during the research project. Three classes were spent on bookmaking, and three classes 
were spent on papermaking. Making handmade papers is a separate learning process to 
incorporate into the bookmaking, however it is not the focus of the research. Handmade papers 
can be used as covers or as inside pages for bookmaking. The bookmaking classes included 
Japanese Stab Binding, Coptic Binding and Diamond X-Stitch Binding. These classes and 
methods supported the research done through resource books simultaneous to the class. Details 
of these methods appear in Form 5, Appendix A. 
 Online Resources 
Several Online resources were researched for this study. Websites, which were useful for 
information included a website for the Papermaking History museum at Georgia Tech 
University. This gave a detailed background in to how paper and papermaking evolved. A 
letterpress website was used as a reference. This gave detailed information about how letterpress 
has been done historically and also showed a current letterpress group still trying to stay in 
business doing this type of printing.  
The Boston Paper Collective was a website which could have been interesting, however 
much of their information was outdated. They had old information about workshops on 
papermaking, newsletters, memberships, etc. 
A very detailed website about bookmaking was Artists Books 3.0. This was basically a 
venue for book artists to communicate and share ideas. One could become a member and then 
contribute to the site.  It included photos, videos, member pages, blogs and notes. 
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An excellent resource for children’s bookmaking was making books.com. This site had 
several lesson ideas and is created by a woman bookmaker with ideas for many age groups. 
Philobiblon.com is the host site at Syracuse University for bonefolder.com. Bonefolder is 
an e-journal of some substance – 80+ pages in last journal – which has exhibits, ideas, notes, 
articles, etc. for serious bookmakers. It is published online once or twice per year. There is a lot 
of insightful information on techniques, supplies, and education for bookmakers in this journal. 
There are many informative websites and videos online related to handmade books. Some 
are detailed how-to videos which are easily followed. Some others are not worth mentioning. 
There is no screening process until the site has been explored. For simple bookmaking, kids 
could watch and learn how to make books, as some of the demonstrations are very easy to 
follow. The concept of online research was worth exploring, but with a few noted exceptions, 
was not the main source of information for this study. (See Form 4, Appendix A.) 
 Art Teacher Resources 
 Brief questionnaires sent to art teachers interested in bookmaking provided some 
feedback. Four questionnaires were sent out to teachers who have studied bookmaking or 
exhibited interest in teaching bookmaking in class. The bookmaking projects preferred by these 
teachers were more complex projects such as tunnel books, or stitched sketchbooks. They found 
them more interesting to create. Teaching accordion books to younger children was one teacher’s 
preferred lesson idea. Several suggested combining bookmaking with another topic, such as 
recycling to make a more complete unit of study. Each teacher had some thoughtful insight as to 
how they might teach bookmaking, which will be used for creating a unit plan later in this 
project. (Bowen, Rupp, Schwal, and Shiraki, personal communication, 2011). (See Form 1, 
Appendix A.) 
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Making Handmade Books 
Bookmaking is difficult to categorize as many 
aspects of this art form overlap. Recycled materials can 
be used in many different types of covers and bindings, 
as well as for inside papers. Although books may be 
simple in nature or have complex detailed stitching, the 
materials used could be recycled, such as using cereal or 
cracker boxes as covers (even if covered in separate 
papers). Sketchbooks may have beautiful papers, 
bindings or stitching process on the outside, but may be very simple on the inside. Books, which 
appear simple in their materials, might be complex to construct. The final use for a book, in 
addition to bindings and materials was incorporated into the evaluation of different handmade 
book methods. (See Form 2, Appendix A.) The categories of books and bindings studied 
included Simple Children’s Books; Basic Bookmaking; Complex Bindings; Sketchbooks; 
Recycled or Altered Books; and Bookmaking as Artwork. (See Form 3, Appendix A.) 
Simple Children’s Books 
 Books for children to create can be made in a number of ways using different methods of 
construction. Particular methods might be chosen depending on 
whether the content of the book is established first or if it will be 
added in afterward. There are several common methods to use 
which younger students are capable of creating. The simpler 
books are easy to fold and construct with minimal gluing and simple or no stitching. 
Drawing 1. Binding Methods 
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 A beginning method for creating a book is a simple accordion-style book. This involves 
a long strip of paper, which can be any size.  The paper is folded back and forth, as an accordion, 
and finally will have a stronger weight of paper, approximately the size of the face pages, 
attached to either end as covers. Colored tag board might be used for covers, with printer paper 
inside, or construction paper could be used for the inside or outside. A variation of the accordion-
style is a pocket accordion book which involves folding a strip of paper about 1/3 of the way up 
from the bottom edge to form a long pocket horizontally. The book can then be folded accordion 
style, closing in the pockets. The end pockets are sealed with glue and a cover can be added. The 
pocket idea is a nice for young students, as they love to have a place to put small notes and 
shapes. This book is structurally easy to make, although there is some frustration in making 
accurate folds for a pleasing finished look. The finished piece really becomes a book, which feels 
like a fully usable tool. 
 Making a simple pamphlet bound book is another option 
for young students. This involves a heavier weight paper cover and 
printer weight pages all cut the same size. All are folded in half, 
with the cover outside. Three holes are put in the fold, using an 
awl. One hole is in the center of the fold and two are spaced 
equally above and below. The book is simply stitched through the center and around through the 
holes to hold it together. This book would require some assistance for elementary students, but 
more advanced students could help others.  Basic books can be easily made with printer paper 
and lightweight cardboard. The pamphlet stitch is easy for upper elementary students to 
understand and can be diagrammed to help further. 
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 Folded paper inside a custom-made envelope is called a 
magic carpet book (Diehl, 1998, p.24). This is made from a large 
piece of paper folded into nine equal parts. A story or map could 
be put on the paper. A special packet or envelope is made to hold 
this paper. This is a simple, but finished looking book idea with lots of potential for developing 
the content inside. 
 A flag book is another children’s book option. This involves a narrow accordion binding 
and two covers glued to the front and back edges of the accordion. Strips, which are the width of 
the cover, but about 1/3 of the height are then alternately glued 
into the accordion binding. When the book is opened, the strips 
will flip to different directions mimicking a flag. This binding 
takes some practice, but the results make the work worthwhile. 
The book becomes a playful, amusing, finished piece, not as much for writing or drawing in, but 
as an exciting visual to open and close. 
 These basic simple construction methods for bookmaking are projects that elementary 
students could create. Students can learn the basic concept of pages, covers and binding them 
together to produce a finished book for a specific use. The skills involved would expand on 
design, planning, measuring, folding, cutting and pasting for art-related practice. The methods 
involved could be taught with materials pre-cut and ready for assembly. Students could be 
creative with color and paper selection, as well as with content after completion of the books. 
The researcher gained insight and experience as to construction and could organize lesson(s) 
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Basic Bookmaking 
 There are some basic bookbinding techniques, which might possibly be used for older 
elementary or middle school students. Some would require hands on help from an adult to start 
the binding process, but they could certainly be learned at those ages. Construction of these 
books would be simplified with organization or supplies and pre-cut materials. 
 The simplest binding would be pamphlet binding, as 
mentioned earlier, but would become a more finished book 
with stronger covers and higher quality paper inside. Making 
a pamphlet book (see Simple Children’s Books) and covering 
the outside cover and inside facings would produce a more 
finished and durable book. The pamphlet can be mounted inside book board covers or heavier 
card stock paper, which would similarly be covered to finish the process. 
    Drawing 2. Pamphlet and Japanese Stab Bindings 
          
 
 Another basic, but more finished book would be a stab-
bound book. This book involves a cover and inside pages. The 
pages can be singly stitched in. The binding is stitched on the 
outside around the top and side edges approximately ½ inch in. 
The stitching can be a contrasting color and with handmade paper can be a nicely finished book.  
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 An accordion book, made similarly to one previously, can be 
modified to have tabs on some of the accordions. This book can also 
be finished with stronger, more substantial cover, handmade paper, 
and a ribbon or tie to hold it closed. 
 A folded-flexicon book is made from one larger sheet of 
paper. It is folded into about 12 squares and slit in the middle 
sections. Through folding, this paper evolves into a type of 
accordion book. The folding method is complicated, but the 
finished piece is interesting, as the folding done similarly to a puzzle or origami. Covers can be 
added to finish this book.  
Basic books can be easily made with printer paper and lightweight cardboard. The 
concept of inside pages bound with a cover makes a more finished book. Simple stitching, such 
as the pamphlet binding method make a complete book, usable for many subjects and projects 
(See Graphic 2, Appendix B.) 
Complex Bindings 
 Bindings with more involved stitching 
and construction become sturdier and more 
finished looking books. These bindings 
techniques would be very difficult for 
elementary students to complete. The details 
involved require patience and an attention span 
difficult for younger students. There are several methods of construction to complete these 




Drawing 3. Complex Bindings 
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 Piano-hinge binding is achieved by making an 
accordion binding, or multiple accordion pieces, which 
will fit through slits in the folded inner pages. Once the 
accordion pieces go through the slits, a narrow strip of 
paper goes down through the accordion piece to lock it in 
place. The end result of this process is a very neat, well-structured book. It will open very flat 
and pages can individually be replaced, if necessary. 
 Coptic binding includes making folded pages and a hard or 
soft cover. Holes are put in lining up the cover and pages. The book 
is stitched in about three places across the spine using a chain stitch. 
The finished result is a sturdy and interesting binding. The stitching 
can contrast with the pages or can be monochromatic. 
 Long-stitch binding involves a cover, which is 
hinged by two or three strips connected the front and 
back. The pages are stitched in over the hinged pieces so 
the stitching shows parallel with the spine. It is also a 
sturdy and finished looking book when complete. 
 Belgian binding requires a front and back cover 
and a spine piece, which is woven into the covers with 
stitching. The cover is separately stitched together, and 
then the signatures are stitched to the cover stitching. This 
is a complex process to achieve, but produces an 
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Sketchbooks 
Sketchbooks can be created with any type of bookbinding, but seem to work most 
effectively with Japanese stab binding. This involves 
outside stitching the top and side edges, but allows individual 
pages to be bound without connecting other pages. These can 
be made in any size with soft or hard covers. The amount of 
pages and type of paper can vary, as well.   
Any blank book could be designated as a sketchbook. As an artist, the researcher would 
not create handmade books with lined paper, allowing for the flexibility of using it as a 
sketchbook. However lined paper could be glued into some pages to simplify writing or notes, 
along with sketching.  (See Graphic 4, Appendix B.) 
Recycled and Altered Books 
 Most books can be made from recycled materials. 
Rebound (Stein, 2009), is a book about using mostly 
recycled materials for bookmaking. Many interesting 
household items were introduced for covers, pages and 
binding materials. Using items such as old boxes, wood, 
beads, gift cards, fabric, wrapping or a hot water bottle she was able to create many books. Most 
of the projects involved were too complicated for young children, but some could be adapted for 
use in an elementary classroom. Some of them were rather eccentric, even from the perspective 
of a creative person. The concept of recycling teaches students about their community and taking 
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Books as Artwork 
 Serious handmade book artists often create books, which are pieces of art. Many books of 
this type do not function as regular books, nor are they meant to be 
usable. Some are usable like a normal book, but would still require 
careful handling. There are bindings, such as ribbon, which alone make 
a book look delicate and untouchable. Some handmade papers are 
fragile and aren’t meant for everyday use. Some of the books are 
actually sculptural. Photographs of these books are shown as exhibits. 
Books can be created to be avant-garde and still somewhat functional. Beauty and structure can 
both be present.  (See Graphic 6, Appendix B.) 
 
Conclusion 
“Books are tools for recording and transmitting ideas, information, images, and       
stories . . .” (LaFerla & Gunter, 2008, p. 9). Researching bookmaking as an art teacher allowed 
for reflection upon whether these processes could be taught to elementary students. In some 
cases, the methods were perfect for that age. In many cases, the methods would be impossible for 
them to understand and complete.  
Studying the history, knowledge and methods of bookmaking is an endless process. 
Using triangulation to give validity to multiple sources of information, methods were combined 
to create many of the books explored in this research. There are many variables to each method 
of construction, including types of papers, bindings, stitching methods, materials, covers, and 
even more when the content of the book is factored in. The research process was a solid learning 
foundation with many options for further research and lessons to be undertaken at a future date.  
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In the following chapter, final conclusions will be gathered and recommendations for further 
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Chapter Five:  Discussion and Conclusion 
 
The final chapter of this arts-based research will begin with the personal impact of the 
study and the impact on art practice. A rationale for how the results can be used in a unit plan 
and a summary of that unit plan follows. Recommendations for how the research information 
and results might be changed and used on a broader scale will be discussed, as well as how the 
study might be modified or expanded at a future date. Finally, the chapter will conclude with 
advice to the field of art education and advice to other art teachers. 
 
Discussion 
Personal Impact of the Study 
Studying the processes for making handmade books, as well as the history of 
bookmaking, was fascinating. The researcher found a much larger scope of bookmaking methods 
and artists actively involved in this medium than initially observed. Having an opportunity to 
learn a new method of art expression was exciting and has opened up new avenues for teaching 
and for further study in this field. There are programs in Bookmaking at several universities that 
might ultimately fulfill the researcher’s curiosity about making handmade books. 
The next steps for using these bookmaking methods and skills will be in an elementary 
classroom. Students in current classes taught by this researcher are interested in making books 
almost every day. They are quick to use staples with folded printer paper to have a book in their 
hand immediately. Combining the processes developed in this research with broader topics, 
lessons can be created that will be strong learning experiences for the students. The knowledge 
gained from this research will give a solid foundation in bookmaking for elementary students. 
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Impact on Practice 
The unit plan based on this research project involves the construction of a journal using 
recycled materials.  The Unit, Recycling an Adventure, will be a learning process for making a 
double book (opens from two sides) out of recycled papers. Students will reflect on a trip or 
adventure and bring in mementos to include in the book. The first lesson will begin with a 
discussion about recycling materials. Making books from corrugated boxes and brown craft 
paper will then be explained. Exemplars from multiple book artists found during this research 
will be shown. Students will be asked to bring in their ideas and mementos for the second lesson. 
Goals from the Illinois State Standards for Fine Arts will be addressed including expressive 
qualities of symbol and story, and use problem-solving skills for designing and constructing. The 
second lesson will cover making the book, incorporating their materials, and writing notes about 
the adventure in the book. Finishing the book and presenting it to the class will be the third and 
final lesson.  
Students will learn about bookmaking and using found materials to express themselves 
by creating a journal of their adventures. “Guided play and experimentation can help reveal the 
possibilities inherent in materials”(Carroll, 2003, p. 116).  They will be exposed to other book 
artists and ideas for making journals and recycled books. They will end up with a completed 
project, which will also be a keepsake of an adventure in their life.  
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Recommendations 
Implications for Further Research 
Changes to the Study 
While learning specific binding methods, the researcher found that these processes might 
be best studied through a more traditional classroom setting.  Although a class was taken to 
supplement this study, being in a longer undergraduate class to learn the binding techniques 
might have produced cleaner results in binding production. In addition, feedback on techniques 
and materials used would have been helpful. Learning these methods individually was possible, 
but perhaps might be studied more in-depth in a more focused classroom, such as a community 
college or university. 
Expanding the Research 
The study of the history and processes of bookmaking involved a huge array of resources. 
Several of the books and websites provided new thoughts and ideas for more research which 
include the following. There are bookmaking artists in the United States and in other countries 
who could be researched. Jeannine Stein has written about recycled books (in Rebound, 2009), 
which would make an interesting study.  Studying and making simply journals as Gwen Diehn 
has done (Real-Life Journals, 2010) could be an endeavor. There are several schools and colleges 
that offer programs in bookmaking which could be investigated as to their relevance and support 
for this research: Penland School of Crafts in North Carolina; Columbia College (Chicago) 
Center for Book and Paper Arts; University of Iowa Center for the Book; University of Alabama 
Book Arts. Limiting the resources to a specific category of bookmaking, particular artists or just 
studying the history of bookmaking might allow for more in-depth research in one specific area. 
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Using this Research in Practice 
The results of the research in this study could be shared in some different venues. The 
bookmaking processes could be taught in workshop settings. The time involved in making a 
book which is stitched with a finished cover would limit a workshop setting to just a couple of 
finished books at one time. Workshops of this type would be designed for high school students 
or adults. A series of these bookmaking methods could also constitute a college class or a unit in 
a high school art class. 
 The whole research project could be presented to an arts education group as an overview 
to bookmaking. The specific processes would be discussed in a limited fashion, but visuals could 
be displayed for reference. A presentation could be given as an introduction to a more substantial 
bookmaking class, as well. 
  
Conclusion to the Research 
Advice to the Field of Art Education 
The research process for this study has expanded the world of making art for this 
researcher. Taking bookmaking to another level is a possible avenue to pursue, along with 
sharing the information gained with students and peers. The experience of doing the research and 
analysis has allowed personal reflection on a career in the arts and given some direction to the 
path to follow from here. Making handmade books brings together making art, writing, drawing, 
and design, which have all played a role in the undergraduate study of graphic design and now 
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Advice to Art Teachers 
The simpler methods of bookmaking could easily be used for instruction to elementary 
students. Several of the simple bookbinding processes are appropriate for young students and can 
be combined with recycled materials, adventures, comic strip concepts, holidays or other big 
ideas for unit plans and finished books. The knowledge of bookmaking as medium of art is a 
strength for an art teacher to possess. The detailed work of binding and finishing apply to many 
other art processes in regard to a completed and professional piece of work. The patience 
required is a difficult quality to teach, but is a learning process that will enhance the end result of 
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Component Explanation 
Name Nancy Kenney 
 
Title Recycling an Adventure:  
      Bookmaking With Found Materials and Souvenirs 
     
Goals 
(State of Illinois  
 Goals for Fine Arts) 
Students will understand:  
     how elements and principles combine within an art   
     form to express ideas. 
          Illinois Standards for Art 25.B.2 
Students will know: 
     the expressive qualities of pictorial representation 
          Illinois Standards for Art 25.A.1d 
     the expressive qualities of symbol and story 
          Illinois Standards for Art 25.A.2d  
Students will be able to: 
     demonstrate knowledge and skills to  
     create works of visual art using  problem solving,  
     observing, designing, sketching and constructing. 
          Illinois Standards for Art 26.B.2d 
 
Instructional Concepts      The book being created is called a Dos a Dos book 
as it is two books in one. “Dos a Dos is a French 
expression meaning a couch or a carriage that holds 
two people sitting back to back” (Diehn, 1998, p. 72). 
The book could be for expressing opposite opinions on 
a subject. Creating journal for remembering an 
adventure, with a place for mementos, will be the 
object of this lesson. “A travel journal can preserve 
memories in a way no photograph can match . . . it can 
be both a notebook and a sketchbook . . . and can be a 
place to save small souvenirs . . .” (Diehn, p. 57-60). 
 
 
Recycling an Adventure 
 
Masters Research Project 
UNIT PLAN 
The Department of Art Education 
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     Sorting out the mementos, notes, etc., can be done 
in any manner. “As you assemble the pages, write 
small paragraphs or sentences about the objects” 
(Golden, 1998, p. 148).  
     Students will learn how to construct a travel journal 
with recycled materials through this unit of 
instruction.  “Encounters that challenge students to 
finesse the use of their materials or to be inventive 
with processes and techniques develop creative 
thinking, problem solving and more in-depth 
explorations” (Carroll, 2003, p. 116). 
 
Lessons Lesson One:  An introduction to handmade books, 
specifically books using recycled materials will be 
presented. Students will be asked to bring in photos, 
sketches, mementos, from an adventure or happening 
in their life, which they would like to document. 
 
Lesson Two:  Students will begin the lesson with how 
to make a Dos a Dos book from recycled materials and 
will organize how they will incorporate their 
memories and souvenirs from their adventure into 
their book. 
 
Lesson Three:  Students will finish making their book 
and present the book and adventure to the class.  
 
Resources and Materials Materials: 
-Recycled corrugated boxboard or paper 
-Recycled Craft paper or printer paper 
-Awl 
-Glue stick 
-Waxed linen thread 
-Sewing needle 
-Beads 
-Students will bring in notes, sketches, souvenirs and 
photographs from an adventure or trip they’ve taken. 
 
Exemplars:  
- Bar Harbor Journal: Nine Budianskys, 1996, mixed  
     media (Golden, 1998, p. 148) 
-Secret Garden, mixed media (Diehn, 1998, p. 61) 
-Dos A Dos (Diehn, p. 73) 
-Neighborhood Gum, Susan Reardon (Stein, 2009,  
     p. 119) 
-Travel Book, Jeannine Stein (Stein, p. 120-121)     
-Keepsake Book, Norman Dixon (Stein, p. 112)   
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Teacher's sample book visuals: 
     -One or two books in progress 
     -Finished handmade book completed by  
       teacher. (See Recycled Book in Appendix B.) 
 




Rubric for Recycling An Adventure 
 
Fourth grade students will make a recycled handmade book about an  
adventure in their life. 
  
Excellent Good               Needs Work  
An understanding  Some grasp of Clear understanding   
of making a handmade making a book is of making a book is 
book is evident. evident. not present. 
 
Portrayal of story or   An idea of the Adventure idea is  
adventure is obvious story is evident, missing or too weak   
and well thought out. not well-planned.  to follow. 
  
Execution of handmade  Book is complete, Book is not complete, 
book is creative and  but not well- and/or is not well- 
well-executed. executed. executed. 
 
Mementos are  Mementos are Mementos are not used 
thoughtfully used and  in book wherever or are haphazardly placed. 
placed in book. they fit in. 	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Form 1  
Art Teacher Research (sample) 
 
1-Lisa Schwal, MA Art Ed Program, BU, Miami FL 
Art Teacher Research - Kenney 
 
Have you taken a bookmaking class? 
 
Yes. During summer studios at Boston University 
 
 
What types of bookmaking/bookbinding have you done?  
 
In the class, we covered tunnel books, three-hole pamphlets, five-hole pamphlets, French folds 
and star books.  
 
 
What are your thoughts on these methods of bookmaking? 
 
I really enjoy the tunnel book technique for bookmaking because it lends itself to so many 
different options: It can be incorporated into art history, science, history, autobiographical, 
illustrative, etc. It seems to be the most versatile type of book.  
 
 
Have you or will you ever teach bookmaking? 
 
I have never taught bookmaking before, but if/when I get a job teaching I would not be opposed 
to it.  
 
 
What type of bookmaking would you teach? 
Do you have a lesson idea you might share? 
 
I would love to start off a semester by having the students create their own sketchbooks. This 
way, they are more invested in them and they will be more likely to draw in them because they 
made it themselves.  
 
 
Any tips or helpful hints in general about bookmaking? 
 
It is not something that happens immediately. In order to be successful, you have to be patient 
and meticulous. It’s definitely not something that I would teach with very young students, but 
high school kids could take advantage of these kinds of techniques.   
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Form 2 
Bookmaking Research (sample) 
 
Category of Book Studied 
Basic Finished Bookmaking 
 
Pamphlet Stitch Notebook  
Softcover, simple stitch binding  
 
Method Source 
Bookcraft, Weston, H., p. 20 
 
Uses for Final Book 
Small simple notebook or sketchbook 
 
Materials 
Inside paper – drawing paper, Cover – heavy watercolor paper (or tag board) 
 
Directions 
Cut 8-10 pieces of paper to 6” x 8”. Cut cover to same. Fold all papers in half. Pierce fold in 3 
places for stitching. Using needle and linen thread stich together. Tie off. Finished. Could be 
taken another step to put into hard cover.  
 
Comments 
Simple, but beautiful first book. Learned how to stitch a binding, simply. Enjoyed the process. 
Need to cut precisely and sew accurately. 
 
Possible Lesson Use  
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Form 3 
Terms and Materials List 
 
 The research being done for this project focuses on the learning of making handmade 
books. The materials needed for the research on a range of bookmaking methods are included 
below. A description is included as an explanation for specific materials. 
Paper Awl – tool for punching holes 
Bone Folder – tool that makes neat creases and smoothes paper after gluing 
Book Board – board, usually covered, in making a cover for a book 
Book Cloth – cloth used in making the cover of a book, in different colors 
Beeswax – used to lubricate thread and prevent tangles 
Binding Needles – used for stitching bindings 
Bookboard Punch – makes holes in bookboard for binding 
Linen Binding Tape – used in binding process 
Linen Thread – for stitching bindings 
Binder’s Davey Board – strong acid-free board for book covers 
Micro Spatula – for applying paste to small areas while binding 
Wheat Starch Adhesive – adhesive used in binding process 
Utility Knives – used for cutting board, paper, binding materials 
Scissors – for cutting various materials 
Distinctive Papers – papers of different types used for inside book (pages) and for covers 
Clamps, Pressing Boards – boards will press papers and finished books flat as they dry. 
 
Computer – for online research, watching video of different processes. 
Other possible materials required for bookmaking class being taken at local art league. 
Journal for recording notes, methods, instructions, data, conclusions for study. 
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Form 4 
Online Reference List 
 
Online Video, Websites and Blogs 
Robert C. Williams Paper Museum at Georgia Institute of Technology 
retrieved from: http://ipst.gatech.edu/amp/ 
This website contains the museum’s history of papermaking, how it evolved and how it is made 
today. There is a virtual tour of the museum along with information about Dard Hunter, 
considered responsible for a  “renaissance in hand papermaking and printing” 
Retrieved from: http://ipst.gatech.edu/amp/collection/museum_dhunter.htm 
 
Firefly Press letterpress videos 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iv69kB_e9KY 
Five-minute video about letterpress, the origins and a letterpress studio still working today. 
Retrieved from: http://www.fireflyletterpress.com/ 
 
Boston Paper Collective 
website for papermaking information 
Outdated website. They offer workshops and a newsletter, memberships and exhibits. The 
website does not have current information.  
Retrieved from: http://bostonpapercollective.wordpress.com/ 
 
Bookbindingguy.com 
Video workshop DVD 
Frankie Ridolfi 
Video about making handmade books. 90 minutes long. Might be good. Had good reviews. 
Cost is $40. Did not buy. Will try to get at library.  
Retrieved from: http://www.bookbindingguy.com 
 
Artists Books 3.0 
Photos, videos, blogs, member pages, notes. A web compendium of bookmaking in all forms. 
Amazing website devoted to bookmaking. 
Retrieved from: http://www.artistbooks.ning.com/ 
 
Makingbooks.com 
Website for Susan Gaylord 
Several different types of books to make for kids:  scroll in a film container, stick and elastic 
book, step book w/folded papers, books around the world, etc. 
Susangaylord.com (blog) 
Retrieved from: http://www.makingbooks.com 
 
Bookmakingwithkids.com 
Ideas for making books with kids at every level 
Retrieved from: http://www.bookmakingwithkids.com 
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Gigabooks.net 
A link to binding paperbacks to become a publisher (?) 
Retrieved from www.gigabooks.net 
 
Philobiblon.com 
Home site for Bonefolder.com 
Bonefolder.com is an e-journal for bookbinder and book artist. Published once or twice annually 
with bookmaking information. It’s a huge volume – 80+ pages - and very informative. Publishes 
photos and exhibitions, articles and such. Very interesting. 
Retrieved from: www.philobiblon.com 
 
Karin Bartimole 
Demonstration for journal on YouTube 
She is a mixed media artist and bookmaker and demonstrated how to make a three hole long 
stitch hand bound book. She explained the process very clearly and through video it was easy to 
see exactly how to make this book. She cut all of her paper – 12 signatures of 10 pages each 4x4 
inches. She assembled the signatures and then put the holes for stitching in with an awl.  She 
handpainted some craft paper for the cover and then put a layer of Tyvek on it to strengthen it. 
She cut the cover to size and then stitched the signatures into it. Beautifully done and is not too 
difficult to make. 
Retrieved from: www.youtube.com/user/karinsuebart 
Mandala Journal 
Plasterboard book cover. Bookboard 9x9 inch squares. Coat with gesso on both sides. Let 
dry. Using spackle, coat boards. Interesting concept for book covers. 
Retrieved from:  http://aviewbeyondwords.blogspot.com/ 
 
Jim Escalante Bookmaking  
Art Department, University of Wisconsin, Madison 
Demonstration for Coptic Binding on YouTube 
Very detailed and informative video on Coptic Binding. His book covers and signatures were 






Liz Plummer.com Blog 
Fiber Artist 
Makes handmade books from old books using book tape for binding. Some very interesting and 
artsy bindings.  
Retrieved from www.lizplummer.com 
 
Liz Ludwig  
Binding from Creative Wildfire Book Journal from idea of repurposing. Used brochures from 
color swatches for hardware paint for pages. Lots of great ideas for a journals at little cost. 
Retrieved from: www.gryphonsfeather.typepad.com 
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Form 5 
Art League Class Details 
 
 First Class – Papermaking: Sumi Marbling 
The lesson for the first class was Sumi Marbling, a technique for tinting or coloring 
paper. This process uses paper, which is already made. Many different types of handmade papers 
were used, some with a strong fiber base, some papers were much smoother. 
The three processes included in this class were using colored inks in water, using black ink with 
oil in water and using inks on paper with a water rinse afterward. 
 
Colored Ink in Water 
Inks were dripped, one drop at a time, into a pan of water. Multiple colors could be used. 
Water could be stirred or blown on to blend inks. Patterns occurred in the ink/water mixture on 
the surface. Paper (any of the papers could be used) was then carefully laid onto the surface of 
the water. The inks would soak into the paper, transferring the pattern onto the paper. Paper was 
then laid onto newspaper to dry. 
 
Black Ink and Oil in Water 
Ink and oil were dripped alternately, but in the same area, into the pan of water. The oil 
diffused the ink in the water. Different patterns could be made by blowing or stirring the 
water/ink/oil mixture. Paper was carefully laid onto the surface of the water. The ink would soak 
into the paper, transferring the pattern onto the paper. Paper was then laid on newspaper to dry. 
 
 Inks on Paper with Water Rinse 
Bristol paper (heavy tag board paper) was used for this process. Paper was perforated, 
marked with a china marker (white), and then designed with black or brown ink using pens or 
brushes. Before the ink dried, the whole piece of paper (small pieces of paper) could be run 
under water at faucet to blur and blend the inks. Ink would not stick to china marker. Another 
method tried was putting water on paper first and adding inks to blend onto wet surface. Both 
methods were left on newspaper to dry. 
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Second Class – Stab Binding with Drum Leaf Cover 
 
This class incorporated stab binding which is a Japanese binding 
process where the stitching thread is exposed as part of the design. 
The inside paper is cut to the same size as the covers. 
Covers were made from lightweight board, such as cereal box 
board. This lesson also included some recycling which was part of 
the research for the project. 
 
Decorative paper could be used for the covers. The inside paper 
was put in and markings for the holes were made on the cover. Holes were ½ inch from the side 
and top and bottom edges. Typically this binding uses four holes, regardless of size of book. 
 
Stitching starts at the lower left hole, going around binding edge and again around the bottom 
edge of book.  It then moves to next hole up from bottom going in once and then again around 
binding edge. This continues to top holes and is also wrapped around top edge. Stitching moves 
back down to bottom hole and is tied off and cut. First and last inside pages are then glued to 
inside front and back covers. 
 
Third Class – Papermaking: Surface Treatments on Bristol 
This class focus was on papermaking. Due to other bookmaking research, this class was 
not attended. Information provided included several techniques on using gesso on paper to add 
texture, before and after painting; stamping paints on paper; working with salt for texture; 
scraping paint surfaces, dry-brush techniques and washes. All were done on a Bristol board, a 
heavier paper. 
 
Fourth Class – Bookmaking: Single Page Coptic Binding 
This class used handmade papers made in the previous 
class. Six holes were marked in pairs in the papers and the covers. 
The thread and sewing was done in three pairs of holes. Careful 
stitching in each hole of individual paper and then back through 
previous paper produces a braided binding look along the spine. 
This is a similar Coptic binding to previous technique. 
 
Fifth Class – Papermaking: Paste Paper 
 This class involved painting and stamping papers as surface techniques using an acrylic 
gloss glaze with acrylic paint. Papers were made fairly large on heavy drawing paper to be used 
for book covers. The process was interesting, but was not a main focus of this study. 
 
Sixth Class – Bookmaking: Diamond X-Stitch Binding 
 This class used the paste painted papers from the 
previous week for the covers. The covers were cut to fit and 
wrapped the cardboard base covers horizontally. A second 
page was cut to wrap around each cover vertically. There was a 
template to put holes in the binding to stitch the pages in. 
There were three sets of pages stitched in using a cross-stitch. 
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Appendix B 
Graphic 1 Simple Children’s Books 
	  
	  	  	   	  	  	   	  
Accordion Book    	  	  
	  	  	   	  	  	   	  
Children’s Accordion Book   With Torn Pages      With Pockets 	  	  
	  	  	  	   	  
Flag Book 
 	  
	  	  	  	   	  	   	  
Magic Carpet Book With Envelope 	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Simple Pamphlet Book 
 
 
    
Simple Stapled Children’s Book Simple Tied Children’s Book 
 
 




	  	  	   	  
Pamphlet Binding With Handmade Paper Cover 	  	  
	  	  	  	   	  
Pamphlet Binding With Handmade and Torn Papers      	  	  
	  
Japanese Stab Bound Books 
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Tab Accordion Book 
 
 	  
	  	  	  	   	  
Folded Flexicon Book 




	  	  	  	   	  
Piano-Hinge (Reverse) Binding With Handmade Papers 	  	  
	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	   	  
Coptic Binding      	  	  
	  	  	   	  	  	   	  
Long Stitch Binding 
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Large Sketchbook with Beads   	  	  
	  	  	  	   	  
Medium Blue Sketchbook with Handmade Paper   
 
   
 
Pink Small Sketchbook and Handmade Paper Sketchbook 
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Graphic 5 
Recycled and Altered Books 
 
	  	  	  	   	  
Recycled Double Book 
 	  
	  	  	   	  	  	   	  
Remade Book (from another book) with Handmade Paper Pages      	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Graphic 6 
Books as Artwork 
 
	  	   	  	   	  
Handmade Paper Book With Recycled Materials and Twine Binding 	  	  	  
	  	  	  	   	  




     
Slot and Tab Binding 
 
 	  
 
